Goal

Goal

To appoint a gifted person to the
role of secretary for the National
Committee.

To serve and provide valuable
services to Churches

Strategy

Strategy

The Secretary will implement the
Vision and Mission by:
Up keeping the National
database to facilitate
communication with churches.
Promote common use of
CCCAust logo as signage on all
churches.
Ensure regular communication
occurs with Churches by
appropriate means.
Promote website as a point of
contact.
Improve web site to provide
relevant resources that are
useful to Churches.
Co-ordinate with State Groups
and help strengthen State
entities.
Take organisation /
administration responsibility for
preparing for National Conference.
Work with Chairman to prepare
agendas and minutes of
National meetings.
Implement and keep National
Committee accountable for
decisions made at meeting.

Help Churches grow and evangelise
by:
Preparing a newsletter for
distribution encouraging
o Individual growth
o Church growth
o Interest in Missions
o Employment of Church workers.
Provide Prayer & Fasting email
monthly profiling churches and
encouraging unity through
common prayer Australia wide.
Provide usable resources on the
web site that can help Churches
grow.
Provide teaching to Country and
smaller Churches by
implementing and organising
for live web casting of teachers
into Churches on a monthly basis.
Provide consultancy group to
help churches assess where
they are and how to best modify
what they can do to work towards
reaching their community for Christ.
Organise and run a highly
valued and effective National
Conference every 2 years
addressing issues relevant to
Churches.
Provide funding for workers to
grow churches through state
based “Sower Network”.

Our Vision
CCCAust will be a nationally
recognised and valued body that
supports and strengthens an
increasing network of like-minded
churches to serve God and impact
their communities
Our Mission
Christian Community Churches
Australia will be successful in
achieving its vision by delivering on
the following key objectives:
Facilitate the equipping of
church members at all levels to
be effective in their life and
ministry.
Facilitate the growth and
increase of Christian Community
churches.
Facilitate the increased
effectiveness of CCCAust.
Be a voice for CCCAust and a
forum for networking and
exchange of ideas.
Provide financial advice and
assistance to CCCAust.
Facilitate the engagement and
integration of children and
youth in CCCAust.
Promote a healthy level of
diversity in CCCAust churches.

Goal
To act as a catalyst and encourage
better working relationships
between Para-Assembly activities
across Australia.

Goal
To provide the financial resources
required to fund the Vision and
Mission.

Strategy

Strategy

Promote national co-operation
between like minded Para Assembly activities to
strengthen their work and
increase their effectiveness.
Promote Assembly involvement
and support of Para-Assembly
activities.

Raise awareness amongst ParaAssembly groups and Churches
of financial needs to allow this
work to be realised.
Promote the Vision & Mission of
CCCAust so people may get
excited by the work and support
it.

